Cover Supervisor/Teaching Assistant
Full Time, Term Time Only
£19,500-22,000 pro rata

We are looking to recruit an outstanding and committed professional to join our highly
effective team. This is a full time, term time only post which would ideally suit a graduate
looking to work in Education with a view to eventually becoming a qualified teacher. The
ideal candidate would be able to provide planned classroom cover, teach the whole class in
accordance with the teachers' plans and provide release time for our teachers. In addition,
there are opportunities to lead pupil interventions.
The successful candidate will be able to demonstrate:
 Experience at covering classes at least across Key Stages 1 and 2
 Flexibility and an ability to use initiative
 Excellent behaviour management and an inclusive ethos
 An ability to communicate clearly using standard English and hold GCSE 'C' grade or
equivalent in English and Maths
We are a happy, vibrant school, which you will clearly see when you visit, but we expect you
to commit to developing the school’s excellent learning environment further to be the heart
of a learning community. Our pupils are well-behaved and enjoy their time in school. The
staff team works closely together - getting to know all of our families well. Elstow School is
a member of Advantage Schools.
For more information please download an application pack and job description or contact
Rosa Marotta on 01234 302300.
Closing date: 09.00 am, Monday 19th November 2018
Interview date: To be confirmed
Early applications are encouraged as we reserve the right to close this post
should a suitable candidate apply.
PLEASE NOTE: CV’s are not accepted and previously unsuccessful applicants
should not re-apply.

Small school, big curriculum, infinite possibilities.
We are a small school, where teachers and students know each other and look out for each
other. Safeguarding children enrolled at the School is of paramount importance, and we are
fully committed to the protection and safe care of our students. The successful applicant
will be required to undertake appropriate checks as well as providing proof of your right to
work in the UK.

